
Corero
Corero is a leading provider of First Line of Defense® products and services 
that protect against DDoS attacks and cyber threats for Enterprise and Service 
Provider networks worldwide. The company recently announced the SmartWall™ 
Threat Defense System (TDS), designed to meet the complex DDoS and 
cyber threat protection needs of Service Providers.  The SmartWall TDS is a 
configurable family of network security appliances that deliver comprehensive 
threat defense services in rapidly scalable deployments for higher performance, 
greater connectivity and broader functionality than previously possible. 

Corero is in the business of developing ground breaking security solutions that 
feature advanced techniques for inspection, analysis and response against 
DDoS attacks and cyber threats. The flexible and accurate provisioning of 
these defense mechanisms is critically important for the effective configuration 
of cyber defenses. Additionally, the robustness and scalability of Corero’s 
management platform is a vital component of their solution, giving SmartWall 
operators the ability to manage multiple appliances, multiple sites, and multiple 
customers with a consistent world view from their choice of Web GUI, CLI script, 
SNMP or REST API application.  

Corero reviewed a number of Network Management Systems (NMS), including 
open-source platforms and even considered the building their own solution. The 
Corero product engineering team chose Tail-f Systems NCS framework because 
of its model-driven development approach and Tail-f’s demonstrated successful 
track-record in building Service Provider class management functionality for 
products.

“Data modeling is at the core of what Tail-f does and what Corero requires in a 
solution” says Scott Barvick, Director, Next Generation Programs at Corero.  “It’s 
a powerful, scalable and sophisticated way to do things.”

This unique model-driven method allows Corero to rapidly add and modify 
management capabilities to meet its customers’ evolving and complex needs. 
With the NCS framework, there is no lag between feature implementation and 
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“Leveraging the NCS framework 
allows us to focus Corero 
resources on the value of our 
solution and the needs of our 
end users. Competitively, that 
reduces development time, 
speeds the delivery of new 
features to market and ensures 
an integrated management 
solution.”

– Scott Barvick, Director, Next 
Generation Programs, Corero

CUSTOMER SUCCESS
Corero Network Security Leverages the Model-Driven Approach in Tail-
f’s Network Control System (NCS) framework to Deliver World- Class 
Management Functionality to their Customers. 
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feature management, a key differentiator which set Tail-f apart from other NMS 
players. All feature sets within the device are simultaneously available to be 
managed by the NMS across all northbound interfaces. In addition, northbound 
interfaces are standards-based for smooth integration with OSS/BSS platforms. 

“We get these interfaces out of the box with NCS. It auto-renders interfaces 
for CLI, REST, SNMP and Web UI based on the underlying data model, which 
means we can more easily integrate with our customers’ preferred management 
systems,” says Scott. “We can also quickly bring new components into the 
system or add new features with ease.”

Corero invested in customizing the NCS Web UI so that several unique 
capabilities of the SmartWall system could be emphasized.   The team used the 
NCS framework’s auto-rendered Web UI for the basic system configuration, but 
then added custom screens for the security dashboard, sophisticated protection 
provisioning and SmartWall specific operations. The NCS framework supports 
this level of customization and, with the help of Tail-f’s team, Corero was able 
to understand how best to use the NCS framework to accomplish what its 
customers needed. 

“The NCS framework allows us to focus our time and resources on the core 
value of our system and the needs of the end user. Competitively, that reduces 
the development time and allows for a stronger, more robust management 
solution. “ We can help users visualize the security of their network, assess 
deviations from normal operations, identify ways to mitigate attacks and help 
customers achieve that.” 

For Corero, a critical criterion when choosing the NMS was reliability of the 
platform. Tail-f’s proven history and the architecture of the NCS framework, 
having been built on top of the ConfD core engine, gave Corero confidence in 
the platforms reliability.

“It’s a very powerful system and Tail-f has done a really nice job building a lot of 
features in the NCS framework. With NETCONF and YANG, the data modeling is 
rich and complete – there seems to be an answer for everything,” adds Scott. 

Tail-f Solutions

Network Control System 
(NCS) Framework

Why the NCS framework?

• Model-driven platform 

• Auto-renders northbound 
interfaces

• Generates configuration 
database operations

• Flexible, scalable and reliable

• Quick time to market 


